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It was lovely to see a
group of our Early
Years children

Stars of the Week
Nursery – Ellie for always listening and
joining in with all the activities

enjoying some new
books outside.
Reading is a real focus
for us this term.

Reception: Samuel for writing four
sentences independently and being able to
read them to lots of people

We are pleased
to be part of the Lancashire initiative ‘We

Year one: Mikey for showing consistently
neat handwriting

are Reading’ for the next twelve months.

Year two: Theo for solving Maths problems
with no help at all

Look out for the
Aboroginal art
stones, completed
by year one two and
displayed near to the
school path.
The cake donation before Easter raised £200
towards additional Maths equipment. Thank you
to the Parent Governors who organised this.
Thank you for collection of coins in the Smartie
tubes. We managed to raise £214.85 which will be
used to provide extra opportunites in the
curriculum for our children. Well done to Niamh,
Milly and Maya for helping to count the coins!
Please remember: A clothing bag collection takes
place on Wednesday for unwanted clothes.

Year three: Daisy for demonstrating
exceptional manners, particularly towards
staff at school
Year four: Leo for being enthusiastic about
his learning about ‘The Plague’ and Samuel
Pepys diary
Year five: Ella for going out of her comfort
zone and producing a good piece of drama
for ‘The Lost Boy’
Year six: Harriet for ‘stepping up’ to take
part in the Cross Country competition at
the last minute to take the place of an
absent child
Attendance
Years 1 & 2 with 97.65%

Next week:
We look forward to the Mad Science
Assembly which takes place on
Thursday morning.
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